REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE
OUTSTANDING RELIABILITY
HIKVISION COMMERCIAL DISPLAYS
LCD VIDEO WALL

FEATURES

TINY BEZEL SCREEN SPLICING
Choose from a wide range of ultra-thin bezel splicing LCD screens to meet a multitude of requirements and needs.

![Tiny Bezel Screen Slicing](image1.png)

- 0.77/0.88 mm
- 1.7/1.8 mm
- 3.5 mm

BEST CHIPS, BEST PANEL, BEST DISPLAY
Enjoy lossless signal transmission, more extensive color gamut coverage, and abundant colors with the advanced chips and 8-bit processing power.

![Best Chips, Best Panel, Best Display](image2.png)

UNIFORM COLOR AND BRIGHTNESS
Ultra-uniform color and brightness imaging using dynamic self-adapting Noise Reduction, Edge Processing, and Cross Color Suppression.

![Uniform Color and Brightness](image3.png)

INDUSTRIAL GRADE HARDWARE DESIGN
Guard against interference from radiation, magnetic fields, and strong electric fields with the metal housing design using Hikvision’s patented 2 mm carbon sheet metal and electrostatic spray.

![Industrial Grade Hardware Design](image4.png)

PRODUCT LIST

**Size: 46”**
- Resolution: 1920 ×1080
- Bezel width: 1.7 / 3.5 / 5.3 mm
- Brightness: 500, 700 cd/m²
- Contrast: 4000:1
- Display color: 16.7 M (8-bit)
- Designed for 24/7 Operation

**Size: 49”**
- Resolution: 1920 ×1080
- Bezel width: 3.5 mm
- Brightness: 500 cd/m²
- Contrast: 4000:1
- Display color: 16.7 M (8-bit)
- Designed for 24/7 Operation

**Size: 55”**
- Resolution: 1920 ×1080
- Bezel width: 1.8 / 3.5 mm
- Brightness: 500, 700, 800 cd/m²
- Contrast: 4000:1
- Display color: 16.7 M (8-bit)
- Designed for 24/7 Operation
VIDEO WALL CONTROLLER

FEATURES

- Signal transmission without delay or loss
- Adaptable control mode
- Supports multiple signal and resolution
- Multiple image splicing patterns for live view

PRODUCT LIST

**Video Wall Controller Chassis**
**DS-C10S-S22T**
- 8U casing
- 12 input slot
- 10 output slot

**Video Wall Controller Chassis**
**DS-C10S-S11T**
- 4U casing
- 6 input slot
- 5 output slot

**Video Wall Controller Chassis**
**DS-C10S-S09T**
- 4U casing
- 6 input slot
- 3 output slot
LED DISPLAY INDOOR

FEATURES

16:9 ASPECT RATIO FOR COMMON RESOLUTIONS
Supports common 1080p and 4K resolutions with equal proportions. The standard structure simplifies splicing several screens together and enables easy installation and maintenance.

HIGH-PRECISION SEAMLESS SPLICING
Its die-cast aluminum design and six-point magnetic structure creates excellent stability, providing a stunning viewing experience.

CONVENIENT CONTROLS, ABUNDANT FUNCTIONS
- Switch among LED screen signal sources via IR remote control.
- Adjust signal source resolution to LED screen.
- Supports smart dehumidification.

EXTENSIVE OPERATING LIFE
With its modular design, the screen is easy to mount and maintain. Dual-power, industry-leading quality control makes it a perfect candidate for 24/7 operation.

PRODUCT LIST

**Fine Pitch LED - Front**
- Pixel pitch: 1.25, 1.58, 1.85, 2.52 mm
- Maintenance: Front
- Brightness: ≥ 800 cd/m²
- Viewing angle: 160 degrees Hor./Vert.
- Contrast: ≥ 6,000:1
- Refresh rate: 3,840 Hz
- Service life: > 100,000 hours

**Fine Pitch LED - Rear**
- Pixel pitch: 1.27, 1.588, 1.906, 2.54 mm
- Maintenance: Rear
- Brightness: ≥ 800 cd/m²
- Viewing angle: 160 degrees Hor./Vert.
- Contrast: ≥ 6,000:1
- Refresh rate: 3,840 Hz
- Service life: > 100,000 hours

**Indoor Fixed - Rear**
- Pixel pitch: 2.5, 3.0, 3.75 mm
- Maintenance: Rear
- Brightness: ≥ 1,000 cd/m²
- Viewing angle: 160 degrees Hor./Vert.
- Contrast: ≥ 3,000:1
- Refresh rate: 1,920 Hz
- Service life: > 100,000 hours
LED DISPLAY OUTDOOR

FEATURES

IP65 RATING FOR WATER AND DUST RESISTANCE
Prevents rust or short circuits caused by water penetrating the LED units.

RELIABLE POWER SUPPLY
The best power supply in the industry, provided by a reliable brand, ensuring safety, high stability, and low failure rates.

EXTENDED OPERATION LIFE
With a modular design, the screen is easy to mount and maintain. Dual-power and industry-leading quality control make it a perfect candidate for 24/7 operation.

EFFICIENT HEAT DISSIPATION
Open shutters behind the LED ventilate and dissipate heat and prevent water seeping in. The combination of fans and air conditioning creates extremely efficient heat dissipation.

PRODUCT LIST

Outdoor LED
- Pixel pitch: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 16 mm
- Brightness: ≥ 5,500 cd/m²
- Viewing angle: 120 degrees Hor./Vert.
- Refresh Rate: ≥ 1,920 Hz
- Operation temperature: -20–50°C
- Service life: > 100,000 hours
- Waterproof level: IP65
TRANSPARENT DISPLAY

FEATURES

THIN, LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
The ultra-thin screen body – only 15 kg – can be directly installed onto a glass curtain wall without an extra steel structure, saving space and installation costs.

RAPID HEAT DISSIPATION
The transparent screen features better heat dissipation thanks to its “hollowed out” design.

30% ENERGY REDUCTION
The transparent part of the screen does not provide light when in use. By utilizing lateral luminescence encapsulation technology, the energy use of this screen is 30% lower than traditional LED screens, along with other benefits such as small size, high brightness, and low current.

HIGH TRANSPARENCY AT 65%–95%
The light bars are less than 2 mm thick, which enables high on-screen transparency.

PRODUCT LIST

Curtain wall LED transparent display
- Pixel pitch (mm, Hor./Vert.): 3.9 x 7.8 / 5 x 7 / 6 x 8
- Transparency: 65%–95%
- Brightness: ≥ 5,000 cd/m²
- Viewing angle: 160 degrees Hor./Vert.
- Weight: ≤ 16kg / m²
- Service life: > 100,000 hours

Showcase LED transparent display
- Pixel pitch (mm, Hor./Vert.): 5 x 8
- Transparency: 65%–95%
- Brightness: ≥ 5,000 cd/m²
- Viewing angle: 160 degrees Hor./Vert.
- Weight: ≤ 21kg / unit
- Service life: > 100,000 hours
DIGITAL SIGNAGE

FEATURES

PERSONALIZED LAYOUT WITH MULTIPLE CONTENT BLOCKS

Personalize your own layouts to display various media formats, including pictures, audio or video files, scrolling subtitles, PDF files, webpages, and live videos.

FREE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Specially designed for small-scale applications with fewer than 30 sets. License limitation: 30 Terminals.

SCHEDULED PLAYLIST

Display schedule can be set by the hour, day, or week.

PRODUCT LIST

Wall-mounted digital signage - FL Series
DS-D6032/43/55FL-B
- Size: 31.5” / 42.5” / 54.6”
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Android 6.0.1
- 2 GB RAM, 8 GB EMMC, 32 GB TF Card
- USB / RJ45 / Wi-Fi
- Designed for 24/7 Operation
- Portrait and landscape
- Metal frame, tempered glass

Wall-mounted digital signage - FN Series
DS-D6043/55FN-B
- Size: 42.5” / 54.6”
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Ultra Narrow Bezel, metal frame
- Android 6.0.1
- 2 GB RAM, 8 GB EMMC+ 32 GB TF Card
- USB / RJ45 / Wi-Fi
- Designed for 24/7 Operation
- Portrait and landscape

Floor-standing digital signage
DS-D6043/55FL-B/S
- Size: 42.5” / 54.6”
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Ultra Narrow Bezel
- Android 6.0.1
- 2 GB RAM, 8 GB EMMC+ 32 GB TF Card
- USB / RJ45 / Wi-Fi
- Designed for 24/7 Operation
- Metal frame, tempered glass

Digital signage Box
DS-D60C-B
- Resolution: Up to 4K
- Ultra Narrow Bezel
- Android 6.0.1
- 2 GB RAM, 8 GB EMMC+ 1 TF Card slot
- HDMI / Audio in / Audio out / Wi-Fi
- Plastic rack
- 145 x 145 x 31.89 mm

LARGE-SCALE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

Internet / LAN

Digital Signage Server
Management Client
INTERACTIVE DISPLAY

FEATURES

ULTRA 4K RESOLUTION
4K resolution is four times the resolution of 1080p and renders more detail.

ACCURATE ON-SCREEN WRITING
With the 1 mm writing accuracy rate, users will enjoy a better writing experience.

BUILT-IN WHITEBOARD SOFTWARE
Abundant functionality includes powerful brush, 20-point IR touchscreen, infinite whiteboards, and more.

WIRELESS SCREEN MIRRORING
One-click for wireless projection of your PC or mobile phone. Multi-screen interaction among devices and the interactive tablet is made possible for convenient and efficient operation.

PRODUCT LIST

Size: 65"
DS-D5A65RB / A
- Resolution: UHD 4K resolution
- Dual OS, default Android, Window w / OPS optional
- 1 mm writing accuracy
- Built-in whiteboard software
- Screen mirroring via Wi-Fi
- Write and save notes on any page

Size: 75"
DS-D5A75RB / A
- Resolution: UHD 4K resolution
- Dual OS, default Android, Window w / OPS optional
- 1 mm writing accuracy
- Built-in whiteboard software
- Screen mirroring via Wi-Fi
- Write and save notes on any page

Size: 86"
DS-D5A86RB / A
- Resolution: UHD 4K resolution
- Dual OS, default Android, Window w / OPS optional
- 1 mm writing accuracy
- Built-in whiteboard software
- Screen mirroring via Wi-Fi
- Write and save notes on any page
VERTICAL SOLUTIONS

RETAIL

Hikvision technologies make full use of mall spaces, enhancing communication among customers and improving the total experience.

* Recommended models are for reference only. Please consult professionals for actual applications.
Buildings

In every corner of the building, we provide corresponding display products to let the audience experience the most amazing viewing possible.

Surveillance Centers
LCD Video Wall
DS-2046NL-C
Showcase images from cameras.
Tiny bezel screens empower monitoring.

Meeting Rooms
Interactive Display
DS-DS480R8/A
Write and save notes on any page.
Enjoy wireless screen mirroring.

Lobbies
LCD Video Wall
DS-0205NL-E/G
Live news broadcasts, advertisements, and welcome messages.

Entrances
Floor-Standing Digital Signage
DS-0605FL-B/S
Welcome messages, information display, and advertisements.

* Recommended models are for reference only. Please consult professionals for actual applications.
Education

Hikvision’s educational display meets any teaching requirement, including safe monitoring, information display, interactive education, and much more.

* Recommended models are for reference only. Please consult professionals for actual applications.
Exhibitions

Hikvision’s exhibition display fulfills everything you need for an event, from huge LED displays that can play promotional videos, to floor-standing digital signage and interactive display that allow for easy information viewing and search, making the entire exhibition experience more convenient, more straight-forward, and more efficient.

* Recommended models are for reference only. Please consult professionals for actual applications.